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 76 THE CELTIC REVIEW

 Deichen now, D. had that spit from Goibniu, and it was in
 the glen of Treichiu that D. found it. The spit was, more-
 over, lodged, because of its value, in the lands of Nuadu.
 Now there were eleven men of the race of Eithliu who

 did that cooking(?), viz., L., Angus of the (fairy) mansion,
 C., M., Mac S., C., C., C., U., I., and I. In the time of
 Heremon, nine men of the Milesians did the work,-L., T.,
 T., C., C., big E., little E., G. the stutterer, and C. During
 the time of U. eight men had the charge of tending the spit
 of D., A., L., C., A., I., and the three sons of Glas from the
 glen of S. In the time of E. F. seven men looked after
 D.'s spit,-E., E., C., L., F., M., and D. Five heroes and
 one lady performed the work in C.'s time,-N., C., C., C.,
 M., and Felim the ever-blooming. Four of the Fiana
 attended to it,-F. himself, 0., D., and C. That spit had
 ten sides (faces ?) and ten edges (angles ?) from the time of
 L. to the time of E. F.; eight faces and eight angles from
 the time of E. to that of C. Thereafter, until Find's day, it
 had six faces and six angles. Find had four points (faces ?)
 and four angles upon it. It ends.'

 BOOK REVIEWS

 An Etymological Dictionary of the English Language. By ALEXANDER
 MACBAIN, LL.D. Stirling : AEneas Mackay, 1911. 10s. 6d.

 The new edition of Dr. MacBain's great work, we are informed in an
 editorial note, consists of the text of the original edition with interposed
 additions, amendments, and corrections drawn from the author's ' Further
 Gaelic Words and Etymologies,' extending to about twenty pages, printed
 in the Transactions of the Gaelic Society of Inverness, from the three pages
 or so of Addenda et Corrigenda at the end of the first edition, and from
 written jottings on interleaved copies of these books. The Rev. Dr. George
 Henderson, Lecturer in Celtic Languages and Literature in the University
 of Glasgow, it is further said, found it necessary to abandon his intention
 of seeing the Gaelic Etymological Dictionary through the press, after
 reaching the sixteenth page of the 'Outlines.' No one having been found
 to fill Dr. Henderson's place, the editing has been left in the hands of
 Mr. Malcolm Macfarlane, who was associated with Dr. Henderson to begin
 with to relieve him of the clerical drudgery. In format the work has been
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 BOOK REVIEWS 77

 well designed, copying, and if anything improving, upon the excellent model
 of the first edition. The care that was bestowed upon the designing of the
 work has been relaxed in the execution of the design, and easily avoidable
 blemishes have been allowed to appear in the letterpress. On the first
 sixteen pages of the ' Outlines' prefixed to the Dictionary there is a series
 of twenty-five references to a 'Supplement to the Outlines' that was in
 course of preparation by Dr. Henderson, but the Supplement is wanting.
 The Supplement has been completed so far as those references go, and has
 even been printed. It extends to less than three pages, with a note of
 Corrigenda at the back, and it might very well have been included.
 Otherwise the first sixteen pages ought to have been reprinted without the
 references. Letters have been allowed to drop out of Middle Irish in
 the table of Abbreviations, from kridion in the third, and from ballons in
 the eleventh lines from the foot of p. xxxiii, from ceaba, p. 75, and from
 dijudicare and separate in the last line of p. 311. In the pagination the
 numbers 48, 165, 215, 224, 344, 358, 376, have each lost one, two, or
 three figures, and 167 appears in place of 176. In more than a dozen
 instances between diobair and dithreabh an i belonging to a different
 fount has been used, and in the less than a line and a half devoted to bbc a
 q turned upside down has been used five times, and once also under the
 following word in place of a b.

 The whole of the matter that has been dealt with in the preparation of
 this edition was contained in an interleaved copy of the former edition of
 the Dictionary plus an interleaved copy of ' Further Gaelic Words and
 Etymologies,' and was therefore, in a way, within easily manageable
 compass and by no means formidable in amount. The work of editing the
 matter contained within those limits, however, if done in a competent
 manner, would be of a very exacting kind. Besides the usual correction of
 the press it would consist, of course, in the main of the insertion into their
 proper places of the additions and the corrections, and the omission or
 indication of matter that was cancelled or superseded by the corrections.
 It would be highly desirable also that etymologies and corrections ad-
 vanced or accepted elsewhere by MacBain of words coming within the
 scope of the Dictionary should be gleaned from the publications in which
 they appear, and should be given the place to which they are entitled in
 this edition. Forming part also of the editorial work to be done, and
 calling for some remark here, are the decipherment of the autograph
 jottings and the correction of any misprints or errors discoverable in the
 original texts.

 It may be said at once that great care appears to have been bestowed
 upon the Gaelic text, and most of the former misprints have been corrected.
 Several, however, of the old errors have been reproduced and others have
 been added. Feobhas, notwithstanding that feobharan had to be inter-
 posed, is still misplaced, as is also now this additional word, after fe6cullan,
 and 6ran comes two places before its alphabetical order. Creatrach, a
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 spelling perpetuated from Lhuyd, should be creathrach, as Lhuyd's
 reference to criathrach, a wilderness, shows. The word is to be com-
 pared with crathrach, a plashy bog (Shaw), crtthrach, a boggy place
 or marsh (Armstrong, etc.), and is properly creithrach, a dialectic
 pronunciation of crTathrach or criathrach, a clayey place, from eor, elay.
 Smiodan ought to be, or at all events is better known as, smiodam,
 and sgairm under sgairneach should be sgairn. New misprints are breac
 under bricein, iubrach under iubhar, sibhleadh under f6ile, kilt, and
 sioblach under siobail for breac, iubhrach, eibhleadh and siobladh re-
 spectively. The accent mark has been omitted from bi, bigh, crebnadh and
 ne6nagan, and has been placed on sgionabhagan in opposition in the last
 three cases to the correct forms in ' Further Words.' In the case of t6,
 tha, insipid, etc., the second form ought to be tea, or perhaps better still
 teith. These errors are not more in number than might escape the most
 vigilant editing in a book of such dimensions. Less care is evinced in the
 English letterpress. Post instead of port under ceannard easily escapes notice,
 but joke for an English cognate of cuing, a yoke, might have been expected
 to arrest the attention of any editor, and to suggest the obvious correction
 yoke, while the Eng. skinn under boicionn, a goat skin, is fitted to suggest
 that its reproduction arises not from carelessness but from fear of the
 unknown. New misprints in this department are more numerous: show
 for shows, fourteen lines from the foot of p. xiv, Heuce for Hence under
 bbsdan, creeking for creaking under brag, crum for crumb under broineag,
 pitch for pith under cloidhean, appearace for appearance under fiamh, for in
 place of from under fore, villian under garlach, burdoch for burdock under
 seircean, whild under sith (fairy), Mac-allan under Allan, Holden repeatedly
 (p. 2, etc.) for Holder, Leiden (p. 42) for Lid6n, 1134 for 134 under astar,
 and such omissions as 'Lat.' from ' Lh's Lat. Celt.' under bealaidh, and ' of'
 after 'form' under man. The correction required in 'cugar, mab or wild
 cat,' presumably is not ' mad' for ' mab,' but ' male of' for ' mab or,' though
 the term is also applied to the domestic tom-cat.

 In other languages, of which some thirty, not counting dialects, are laid
 under contribution, new mistakes are committed and the correction of old
 mistakes has been pretermitted. In Irish words the accent is omitted from
 miinigh under bainidh, ag dr6im under dreimire, and fh6le under f6ile, while
 M. Ir. m6in under mnin, and seomuirlin under seamarlan have the grave accent
 in place of the acute, and luigh6an and luitheach both under lugh, a joint,
 should be luigheAn and ltitheach. Under ealach, alchningi repeats a mis-
 print of alchuingi. The Irish buafanan under buadhghallan and cAbhluighe
 under cabhladh and the Norse fyrir under stamhnaich and Ragnhildr
 under Raonaild, for example, show new misprints and such old misprints
 as those of Manx pleayse under plaosg, Welsh blwydh under bliadhna,
 neidr under buadhghallan, ymenydd under eanchainn, ias under fallus,
 ffrewyll under sroghall, Breton gelaouen under geal, a leech, Old French
 croupion under gurpan, Norse Hr6rekr under Ruairidh are repeated, as is
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 also 'key' in place of ' lock' as the rendering of the Welsh word under clb,
 a nail. To these add debntus for debitus under di, proehendo for praehendo
 under eidheann, h6-res for heres under gibhadh, sternno for sternuo under

 srann, vuXka for 4)nXXov under bail, lp8Xow for flppXw under braon, Kopvya
 for Kdpvya under carrasan, aXopvpuoat for jdXo9ppoMat under leanabh, and
 the word that appears as &apdep under dearna and as &8pEtp under dorn and
 is given as &Lppdp in Stokes's Urk. Spr., p. 148, not to mention the many
 in which Greek accents and aspirates are wrong or misplaced or wanting.
 At the end of tiridh, agio should be agia both times. Under alp, imper is a
 mistake for some form of Sc. imp, a graft; ymp, Middle English impen, to
 graft. Ir. J. under amhas should be Ir. J. vii. Under aoibh the comma after
 pleasant should be deleted. We have Wh. St. (Whitley Stokes) under bail-
 ceach in place of Ch. S1. (Church Slavonic), GI. for Cf. under bith, fen for
 fem. under bearn, *fulgeo under boillsg where root of fulgeo is meant, Persson
 for Pedersen presumably under cadal, Ger. omitted before rotz under
 carrasan, *grsiko- for qrsiko- under curcais, dvei-penge for dvei-penqe under

 deug, erroneous asterisks before domail under domhail and rapaxi under
 dragh, an accent mark on *vides-men- under feum notwithstanding the
 Corrigenda of the first edition, and the circumflex wanting from vodilo-
 under fuidheall, ad-com-bangim and bang under theagamh for ad-com-bongim
 and bong, queries in place of compares under ubhal, etc. Even in the
 quotations from the Gaelic authorities mistakes and oversights remain
 uncorrected. For example, Armstrong and not Shaw is the authority for
 biolar, dainty, spruce, and though Armstrong, as is said, does not have
 sgiot, scatter, he has sgiut, a Perthshire form of the same word. MacAlpine
 may imply that faire means hole in Islay, but what he says is that it means
 a link, or land sometimes covered by the sea in Bute Is., and though he
 writes modhar, as he writes mod, moine, mor, etc., he pronounces m6dhar
 and quotes 'An gleann mbdhar nan sruthan lubach,' 'in the still vale
 of the meandering streamlets,' and so affords no support to the deriva-
 tion from modh, which would make mbdhar to have for its primary mean-
 ing mannerly and to be therefore very inapplicable to a glen. The word
 whose meaning MacAlpine gives as an 'enchantment to make one's friends
 prosper' is not seamh, as affirmed under that word, but seamh with
 a short vowel.

 What has been said points to the conclusion that the editor has not
 gone outside of the boards of the interleaved copies of the books dealt
 with, and such knowledge as he possesses of Gaelic and of English in order
 to secure correctness, but more remains to be said to the same effect.
 A derivation of bearach, dog-fish, quoted from Meyer, is reproduced from
 'Further Words' but with the omission in the Dictionary of the name of
 Meyer. There are similar omissions for no apparent reason in other
 instances, but in this instance the dropping out of some letters at the place
 in the off-prints of 'Further Words' presents a plausible reason for the
 omission; but if that be the reason, the very simple and obvious expedient
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 of consulting the easily accessible Transactions of the Gaelic Society of
 Inverness would have met the difficulty. There are other instances that
 are involved in no uncertainty of the neglect of the simplest and easiest
 expedients and they are connected with the reading of Dr. MacBain's
 handwriting. Over the leaf from bearach, it may be remarked in passing,
 we come upon beisear, plate-rack on dresser. This Gaelic word was given
 orally to Dr. MacBain as beiseal. It is written beiseil by Armstrong under
 shelf in his English-Gaelic part. Two supplementary lists of words, one
 from the Sutherland dialect per Rev. Adam Gunn, and one from the
 Perthshire dialect per the present writer, are given at pp. 391 and 392
 of this edition. In those two pages are more misprints and errors than
 we can even point out, not to say correct, here. Some of the number
 may have existed in MacBain's autograph lists, others are without any
 doubt misreadings of the manuscript by the editor. In either case, the
 editor could easily in this instance verify or correct the lists or his own
 reading of them. Take for example 'draichd, stallion (Arms.), drudge,'
 in the second list. How could the same word have two such unlike

 meanings ? Why not turn up Armstrong and discover that what MacBain
 had written was not 'stallion' but 'slattern'? But the originals of those
 lists were printed elsewhere, the one in the Celtic Monthly and the other
 in the Transactions of the Gaelic Society of Inverness, and if those publications
 were not in the editor's possession they could easily be consulted in Glasgow.
 By neglecting that easy expedient, the editor has simply dotted those two
 pages with errors that shake the confidence of his readers in the accuracy of
 his reading of his copy. The errors cannot be accounted for by unwillingness
 to alter the copy. The opposite of such unwillingness has been evinced,
 as we shall see, under ' tubaist.'

 If we inquire how the interposition of the additions, amendments and
 corrections has been accomplished, we find matter misplaced, matter that
 ought to have been included omitted, and matter that has been cancelled
 still retained. The additions under gaorr ought to have been placed before
 and not after 'Hence gaorran . . . glutton.' On sithionn, venison,
 ' Further Words' says, 'Add M. Ir. sideng, deer' ; and this has been done in
 such a way as to make it appear that all the other Irish forms cited have the
 same meaning as sideng, instead of the same as sithionn. ' Cf. Ir. buannachi,
 soldiers [sic] billeting from a tenant (Joyce)' has been placed under buannachd
 instead of under tbuanna, and an entry scali from the Book of Deer
 relating to sgalan, hut, has been placed under sghlain, scales. The addi-
 tion, 'Arran G. tiompaiste, Ir. tubaiste' to tubaist, evinces other editorial
 defects than the inattention and incomprehension so often in evidence.
 In 'Further Words' the entry reads, 'Ir. tubaiste, Aran tiompaiste,' mean-
 ing as plainly as could be that the latter word is from the dialect of the
 Irish Aran Island of which so much has been written; but the editor,
 transposing and altering the entry arbitrarily, has substituted the
 Scottish Arran Island. Of the retention of cancelled matter there are two
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 bad instances on a single page. Under taom, the rendering ' let go,' given
 of the root semr in the first edition, is reproduced despite the fact that the
 further etymology now advanced gives the root a different meaning and
 despite the additional fact that the rendering, naturally, does not appear in
 'Further Words.' Under tknaiste for 'root at [go Skr. at, also at-s-men, of
 Am, time, q.v. (Strachan)],' 'Further Words' substitutes 'root at of ath-re';
 but the matter within the square brackets, rendered irrelevant by the
 changed view of the root and omitted in ' Further Words,' is all excepting
 the first word reproduced in this edition, there being somehow a failure to
 perceive that with the meaning 'go' all that relates to that meaning
 is cancelled.

 More serious every way as well as more numerous are the omissions of
 matter that ought to have been included. The omission of the note, ' Stokes
 suggests from kurvo-allied to Lat. curvus; but this would give corbhan,'
 on corran, sickle, in 'Further Words' is scarcely warranted, all things con-
 sidered, by the rejection of the proposed derivation. In contrast with the
 reproduction we have noticed of cancelled matter under thnaiste is the
 omission of '*veiko-s; Ger. Weihe, kite, 0. H. G. wiho; root vei, hunt,' following
 O. Ir. fiach under fitheach, raven, where the superseded analysis might have
 been retained if only to explain the concluding sentence,' It is still distantly
 allied to Ger. Weihe.' Under mbin, meinn, disposition, the first edition with
 its, ' A root mein, mind, mean, appears to exist in Eng. mean, Ger. meinen'
 is followed and the definite assertion in 'Eng. mean, Ger. meinen (Stokes)'
 of 'Further Words' of a connection between the Gaelic and the English
 and German words has been wholly missed. Under murrach, able, in 'I[Ir.]
 murtha, successful [(O'B.) murthadh, much wealth (O'R.); cf. miir] the
 words within the square brackets have all been omitted. Upon oil, vexa-
 tion, offence, 'Further Words' has, ' Ir. is oth liom, I regret; really oth before
 prep. pronouns with le: oth a short form of uath' but not one word of this
 appears in the new edition. In fitting into the article on Kennedy at p. 402
 the corrections and additions from ' Further Words,' the last sentence of
 the original edition has been dropped, with the result that the words within
 the square brackets are wanting from this sentence and ' G.' appears in place
 of 'Ir.'--'[The Highland Kennedys are] also called [in G. MA'Uaraig or]
 M'Ualraig from Walrick Kennedy (16th century), who first settled in
 Lochaber: Walrick may be Ir. Ualgharg [proud-fierce],' etc. ' Amarlaich,
 blustering (M'A.)' of the first edition was corrected 'Amarlaid, blustering
 female; not amarlaich' in ' Further Words'; in the new edition the erroneous
 entry is retained and the correction follows as an independent entry. The
 reference under bainidh, madness, to ba is rendered meaningless by the new
 derivation from Lat. mania. In the sentence under draoi 'Thurneysen
 analyses the word as [dru-vid-, roots] dru, high, strong [and vid] (see truaill
 [and fios]),' the words within square brackets ought to have been re-
 tained, while 'also 'in the sentence that follows should have been omitted.
 The new matter ' O. Ir. trebus, breeches, L. Lat. tubrucus (Isidore), tribuces
 VOL. VIII. F
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 (Du Cange), " thigh breeches" (D'Arbois)' under triubbas makes nonsense
 of the derivation from Sc. trews reproduced from the first edition.

 When words dealt with in the Dictionary, either in the text or in the
 'Addenda et Corrigenda' at the end, were reconsidered in 'Further Gaelic
 Words and Etymologies,' only so much of the entry in the former as was
 needful for identification was in certain cases repeated in the latter. In a
 new edition it is obviously the full statement that a careful editor would
 reproduce. Here we have too many instances of the contrary. Under
 aoine, fast, for example, following 'Further Words,' ' I' before ' hunger' and
 'Lat. penuria'after it, have been omitted. Under ars, arsa, quoth, where
 we should read, 'the root ver verdh [speak, seen in Gr. 4pio, speak], Eng.
 [rhetoric] word,' the words within the square brackets are wanting. Under
 balla, 'Latterly from Lat. vallum' have not been reproduced, nor under
 barpa, 'where the Gadelic love of c above p again appears' in reference to
 An Carbh, the Lewis form of Am Parph (better Am Parbh), the Gaelic of
 Cape Wrath, nor under 6ran 'Stokes compares W. afar, mourning.' One
 or two minor omissions are ' from reir' after 0. Ir. ariir under raoir, 'dog-
 wasp' after connspeach under speach and 'Northern G.' before M'Bheathaig
 under MacBeth. Piocach a saith, etc., also is followed here by '(Wh.)':
 only in place of the '(Arg., M'A.) cf. Eng. pike.' of 'Further Words.' The
 largest single omission has not yet been noticed, and relates to ceannard,
 commander, chief, explained in the first edition by comparison with Irish
 ceanndrd, arrogant, commanding; 'high headed,' from ceann and drd. The
 'Corrigenda et Addenda' have 'ceannard: Manx kiannoort. The Manx
 and Sc. are discussed by Rhys (Manz Pray., 2, 94). His ceannabhard is
 unknown to the present writer; but his derivation of it from Eng. ward
 could be supported from M'Vurich's bdrd, garrison, if we were sure it was
 not M'V.'s classic style, for the word is good Irish'; but not a word of this
 has been reproduced, while the incorrect Manx kinnoort of ' Further Words'
 has been repeated. The form ceannabhard, or rather, ceannabhart, is
 common for ceannard in the island of Jura, and no doubt further afield.

 Several of the words on which the author's latest views are not incor-

 porated were thought by him to be possibly of Pictish origin, and are
 perhaps of special interest on that account, and may, with some others, be
 more fully noticed.

 Abhag, terrier, Ir. abach, is taken as before from abh, bark of dog, an
 onomato-poetic word, but with the addition ' Cf. E. Ir. abace, dwarf; W.
 afanc.' MacBain does not translate the Welsh word, and one recalls the
 lively soliloquy in Borrow's Wild Wales as to whether the word properly
 means crocodile or beaver. ' O who can doubt,' thought I, ' that the word
 was originally intended for something monstrous and horrible? Is there
 not something horrible in the look and sound of the word afanc, something
 connected with the opening and shutting of immense jaws, and the swallow-
 ing of writhing prey?' Rhys in his Hibbert Lectures on Celtic Heathen-
 dom writes the Welsh word as avanc and defines it as ' the name by which
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 certain water inhabitants of a mythic nature went in Welsh, such as the
 atnc of the lake killed by Peredur, and that other dragged out of the
 Conwy by Hu the Mighty and his two oxen,' and adds in reference to the
 oldest known version of the latter story that ' in some respects the avanc in
 it behaved like a Scotch kelpie.' Henry gives the Breton avank, at all
 events, the meaning of beaver, and connecting it with the Irish abac,
 derives it from the same root as Breton aven, Gaelic abhainn, river.

 The various forms of the word bealaidh, broom, in the Celtic speeches
 are perplexing. In the article on the word in this edition there are two
 errors in addition to one noticed above. The old French balain is given
 twice and the dot over the y of Lhuyd's Irish beallyi, owing doubtless to its
 being badly rendered in the former edition, is now made a distinct accent
 mark. MacBain says it is possible that bealaidh is borrowed from the
 Pictish, and adds, 'The word does not appear in the Irish Dictionaries, save
 in Lh.'s Lat. Celt. part, which perhaps proves nothing.' The word appears
 in O'Neill Lane's English-Irish Dictionary, published in 1904, as beallghaoi,
 along with two other terms for broom, the three being grouped together also
 by Lhuyd. By beallyi with a dot over the y Lhuyd means beallaoi, a form that
 represents apparently an unusual pronunciation, and that, wherever found,
 is therefore presumably genuine. The pronunciation varies, however, in
 Scottish Gaelic in different districts, mealaidh, mealaich, bealach, bealthaidh,
 and bealthach being all met with. In Shaw's Dictionary 'beali' and 'a
 mheali' are both given in the Gaelic-English and the English-Gaelic parts.
 MacAlpine says under bealaidh,' See Mealaich; bad mealaich, a tuft of broom,'
 from which he would appear tothink mealaich the more correct form. Mealaich
 may be simply mealaidh, a form met with in Skye, with the sound of slender
 ch given, as so often happens in the West, to final slender dh. An m in place
 of a b is found in other instances, as binid and minid, rennet, and may well be
 due to the article in the case of a noun of the masculine gender, as am bealaidh,
 the broom. The word occurs as a feminine, however, in East Perthshire, as
 bealaidh Fhrangach, laburnum, and is so in the Gaelic Names of Plants, by
 John Cameron, whose native district of Fortingal is in West Perthshire.
 Shaw's a' mheali also, already noticed, is feminine. Bealach occurs as an
 Argyll form in E. MacDonald's Faclair Galdhlig. It is met with in Mid-
 Argyll. Its explanation, and this applies of course to bealthach also, we take
 to be that bealaidh or bealaich with ch for dh as in mealaidh and mealaich
 above, was mistaken for a genitive, and that bealach obtained currency as
 the supposed nominative from which such a genitive would have come. In
 many districts there is a tendency to disregard the inflections of nouns, but
 in Argyllshire there seems reason to believe that a tendency to err in the
 opposite direction has been in operation, inflexions and case forms being
 supplied erroneously, where, under the influence of grammar and analogy,
 they were supposed to be wanting. Bealthaidh is heard in Islay and Jura.
 Here I has the lengthened sound associated with this liquid when followed
 an by aspirated or vocalised consonant. If the respective initial letters be
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 left out of account bealthach sounds like dealbhach or sealbhach when the

 sound of v is not given to bh. It is impossible to decide from pronunciation
 whether the consonant ought to be written bh, dh, gh or th as it is vocalised.
 The only explanation that presents itself of this sound after the I is that this
 is an instance, though of a somewhat different kind, of the tendency which
 gives to dail, a dale, and sail, a beam, for example, such plurals respectively
 as dailthean and sailthean, and to mala, eyebrow, a plural mailghean along-
 side of malaichean and malaidhean, as well as an adjective mailgheach,
 beetle-browed, etc. Bealthach has been taken, but with a correction of
 spelling, from a list of Gaelic plant names from the island of Colonsay, in
 which it figures as beala'ach. The list gives 'Bealaidh, broom,' and then
 together, ' Conasg, beala'ach, whin, furze.' The meaning of this we take to
 be that bealaidh is known from literature and that beala'ach is the native

 insular pronunciation of the name, but that the plant being extremely rare
 or even non-existent in the island for some time beala'ach, both name and
 plant, has been popularly confused with the common gorse or whin.

 All this uncertainty as to the form of the word, found as it is more
 especially in Argyllshire, goes to confirm MacBain's conjecture that bealaidh
 is not a native Gaelic word and that it was borrowed by the Gaels on their
 settlement in Scotland from the Brythonic speech of their Pictish pre-
 decessors in the land. MacBain starts consideration of the Brythonic
 forms by comparing Breton balan, Middle Breton balazn, which has been
 borrowed by French as balai, Old French balain, a broom or besom. But
 the Welsh is banadl and the early Cornish is banathel, which have been
 connected by Ernault with the root of Lat. genista, broom (ban-=gen-).
 MacBain says the Breton balan may be a metathesis, and Breton has banal
 as well as balan. Henry, according to whom consonantal metathesis is
 found with great frequence in Breton as compared with Welsh and Cornish,
 explains balan as having come through its old form balazn by metathesis
 from an old form banazl of banal. Gaelic bealaidh, Middle Breton balazn,
 Old French balain when opposed to Welsh banadl and Early Cornish
 banathel may well leave us in doubt which of the Breton forms, banal or
 balan, it is that shows the metathesis. Henry does not mention the Gaelic
 bealaidh except to point out in a footnote with the mistranslation 'balai'
 (a broom) in place of 'genft' (broom) that it cannot be the French balai.
 We have seen the unusual variations of the word in Gaelic but there are

 unusual variations of the Welsh and Breton forms also. Besides banadl,
 Welsh has banad and banal and to the Breton forms balan and banal

 Ernault's Dictionary of the Vannetais Dialect adds benal, bonal, and
 belann. All the variations we find in the case of anail, breath, for example,
 are Welsh anadl, anal, and Breton alan and hanal or hinal. If it is possible
 that Gaelic has borrowed the word for broom from Pictish, do not the
 variations of the word in the Brythonic languages suggest that Pictish
 and Welsh and Breton themselves may have borrowed the word perhaps
 from some pre-Celtic tongue?
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 Before the first edition was long published the view left unmodified
 here that ' dail,' a dale, meadow, is a loan from Norse 'dalr,' was abandoned,
 and the view, of which the latest enunciation was as follows, was adopted:
 'The word "dul" or "dail" is exceedingly common as a prefix [in place-
 names]; as a suffix it shows the genitive "dalach," both in ordinary speech
 and places called Ballindalloch. The word does not appear in Irish,
 ancient or modern; but it is clearly allied to the similarly used word of
 similar meaning, W. "d61," pl. "dolydd ", Corn. and Bret. "dol." Many
 place-names in Wales and Cornwall bear this prefix. The Perthshire parish
 name, Dull, G. Dul, bears it in its naked simplicity, and the form "dul" is
 the usual one along the Great Glen, especially in Glen-Urquhart and Glen-
 Moriston. The modern spelling, however, is almost always "Dal-" in these
 last cases. The Wardlaw MS. (seventeenth century) always writes "Dul-"
 however. The root seems to be "dul," and therefore not allied to Eng.
 " dale " or Norse " dalr "; but it is likely allied to the root " dul," bloom, as
 in Gaelic " duilleag."' That gives only a partial indication of the amount of
 evidence furnished by place-names as to both form and usage of 'dail' and
 showing the inadequacy of the derivation from the Norse 'dalr.'

 Geal, a leech, is referred to as in the former edition without any change
 to the root gel, devour. Henry, in discussing the Breton equivalent gela-
 ouen, compares Sanscrit jala, water, and German quell-en, to gush, and
 goes no further than to say that the word is obscure and is sometimes
 referred to a root gel, devour, suck. Kluge has referred the German
 quellen, with its derivative quelle, spring, source, to a root gel (gol) related
 to Sanscrit jala, water; gal, to curl. Discussing the term geall- met with
 in the name Pityoulish and in Geallaidh, a common stream name, as in
 Abergeldie, Innergeldie, etc., MacBain says,' The root is " geld," as in Norse
 "kelda," a well; Ger. "quelle," already mentioned in connection with St.
 Kilda. A shorter form of the root is found in G. "geal," a leech, root
 "gel," water. Compare Welsh Abergele.'

 Peasg, gash in skin, chapped gashes of hands, cranny, is compared with
 Welsh pisg, blisters, and said to be possibly of Pictish origin. No ety-
 mology is offered, but the author orally suggested *ques-c-, the root of Lat.
 quaero, quaesivi.

 The derivations of peighinn, a penny, and of febirlig or febirling, a
 farthing, from Anglo-Saxon, though given up in favour of derivations from
 Norse, are still retained. A hint of the change is now given, however,
 under birlinn, a galley, formed from Norse byrdhingr, in the addition, ' Cf.
 fe6irlig= fj6rdhingr.' The parallel forms to fe6irling, Manx farling, Irish
 fe6irlinn, and Welsh ffyrling, or ffyrlling, seem to have been overlooked.
 The Welsh word certainly must be set down as formed from the Anglo-
 Saxon feorthling. The Gaelic words, Scottish, Irish, and MIanx agree in
 form more nearly with Anglo-Saxon feorthling than with Norse fjdrdhingr,
 but the comparison of birlinn, formed from byrdhingr with a developed y
 leaves the two derivations in equipoise. The question has to be decided by
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 other than phonetic considerations. Both febirling and peighinn appear to
 be better known and more frequently used in the Hebrides than in the
 Eastern Highlands in common speech. More significant is the fact that both
 terms are met with in the place-names of the south of Argyll and of the
 Hebrides many times, and very rarely outside of those districts. In the
 place-names of Skye, for example, there are a dozen instances of peighinn
 and one of fe6irling; in those of Perthshire not a single instance of either
 is known. Such distribution of the words makes it very clear that they are
 not to be ascribed to Anglo-Saxon influence or to the Anglo-Saxon speech,
 and that their connection is with the Norse kingdom of Man and the Isles,
 and their derivation from the Norse tongue.

 The only additions made by MacBain to what is said here and in the
 former edition on 'preas, a bush, brier,' are that in place-names the word
 has the meaning of 'a brake,' and that the Welsh ' prys,' a brake, etc.,' is
 evidently allied to the W. "perth," brake, whence the names Perth, Logie-
 pert, Larbert, Partick, etc.': The name Perrack, it may be remarked in
 passing, about which a correspondent has been inquiring lately, is borne by
 a long ridge in Dollar hill, and, resembling as it does so closely the Gaelic
 form of Partick, is doubtless to be connected with that group of names.
 'Sprios,' a twig, or wicker,' which we meet with in Shaw's and O'Brien's
 (2nd ed.) Dictionaries, and with an alternative form 'spreas' in Dinneen's
 is evidently a variant of 'preas' with a prosthetic s.

 Some other derivations proposed or accepted by Dr. MacBain may be
 briefly noticed. Daor, dear, is not borrowed from English as supposed by
 Whitley Stokes but is native, i.e. the same word as daor, enslaved, cf. saor,
 free, cheap. Breac-sheunain is given not once but twice, pp. 47, 309, without
 etymology, and once more at p. 321, followed by ' from sian, foxglove V' the
 interrogation mark taking the place here of the name given in 'FurtherWords'
 as the author of this etymology, but another suggestion was accepted by
 MacBain saying ' this in Argyllshire is breacadh-seun, literally, "freckling of
 blessing "; it is . . . from seun, sian, a blessing, luck, for freckles are counted
 lucky. The superstition supports the derivation.' Siobhalta, civil, peaceful,
 Ir. sibhealta, is referred to Ir. siothamhuil, peaceful, E.-Ir. sidamail, whereas
 the two latter are our sitheil, and the two former are from Eng. civil. On
 this being pointed out, MacBain wrote, ' Peccavi; it is from Eng. civil even to
 being used with lagh in "civil law," lagh siobhalta.' On MacAlpine's sbise, a
 ball of fire in the sky, a portent, he said with needless caution, it ' is likely
 from soillse.' On slaman, curdled milk, he wrote, 'There is an old Irish
 loimm, gulp, Cornish lommen, mess of flesh, Breton lomm, a drop, from the
 root lap or lak, to lick, Lat. lambo.' This is also Henry's derivation for the
 Breton word. On another word or words MacBain says, 'There are four
 words for knuckle: utan, ftag, nhdan, ritdan. These seem all one word
 ultimately, possibly allied to Lat. nodus.' If the four are really one the
 variations in form are great for the word to be native, and the difficulties in
 regarding it as Icel. knita, knuckle-bone, borrowed, are no less great.
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 ' Ritan, the horn of a roebuck,' seems to rest for its sole authority on a
 passage in Duncan Macintyre's Coire Cheathaich:-

 'Tha mhaoisleach chhl-bhuidh' air feadh na dhslainn
 Aig bun nam fibiran 'g an rfsgadh lom,
 'S am boc gu h-Ptlaidh ri leaba chlfirteil,
 'S e 'ga bfrach le r tan crom.'

 In any case the word here is only another variation of rhdan. The two
 last lines mean that the roebuck was in the covert making his noble bed
 and scraping it with his bent foot.

 Rfidan and fttan are in the Dictionary, but without any reference from
 the one to the other. There is the same absence of cross references in the
 case of breac-sheunain already noticed, and in not a few other instances, e.g.
 fiirlaich and hirlaich, iibhla and timlagh.

 The Etymological Dictionary of the Gaelic Language when first published
 immediately carried the author into the foremost rank of Celtic scholars
 throughout the world. Though the present edition has not received the
 editing that the author wished and meant his work to receive, and though
 its practical utility has suffered in consequence, its intrinsic excellence and
 value remain as qualities too long known to need commendation.

 C. M. R.

 Miss Tolmie's Collection of Gaelic Music. The English Folk-Lore Journal.
 Annual subscription 10s. 6d.

 The Folk-Song Society of London issue this book in the latest volume
 of their Journals. They are fortunate in having the opportunity of publish-
 ing Miss Frances Tolmie's collection, and all Celts have occasion for warm
 appreciation of the excellent manner in which the work has been produced.
 Miss Tolmie has had the advantage of the collaboration of two of the best
 authorities on folk-song in Britain, Miss Lucy E. Broadwood and Miss A.
 G. Gilchrist, while notes on literary and historical points have been contri-
 buted by Dr. George Henderson of Glasgow University. Illuminating
 articles and suggestions from each of these writers, as well as from Miss
 Tolmie's own graphic pen, appear almost under every song. All this
 ministry of talent has been dedicated to the musical and literary interpre-
 tation of the folk-songs of the Isles. It would appear that Highland folk-
 song is at last coming into its kingdom and receiving the recognition it
 deserves.

 These songs were learned by Miss Tolmie from humble folks, dwellers
 in the ' lone shieling and the misty island,' and she well remarks that ' the
 songs make their truest effect when heard in the tremulous tones of age
 beside the smouldering peat fire under some lonely roof.' In the notes
 many romantic and touching stories associated with the songs are related
 that create an old-world atmosphere and prepare our minds to receive deep
 impressions from the words and music, and to realise the sincere, unartificial,
 yet poetic life of the old folks now fast passing away. Redolent of the
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